1st IBSA BLIND FOOTBALL (B1 category) 
WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS 1998 
CAMPINHAS, BRAZIL 
SEPTEMBER 1998
Group A
Brazil 2 Greece 1
Colombia 0 Greece 0
Brazil 0 Colombia 0

Group B
Spain 0 Argentina 0
Argentina 3 Great Britain 1
Spain 2 Great Britain 0

5th-6th place
Great Britain 1 Greece 1 (Great Britain wins 1-0 in a penalty shoot-out)

Semi-finals
Argentina 1 Colombia 0
Brazil 1 Spain 0

3rd-4th place
Colombia 0 Spain 2

Final
Brazil 1 Argentina 0
Final standings:

1st - Brazil
2nd - Argentina
3rd - Spain
4th - Colombia
5th - Great Britain
6th - Greece